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Greetings from President's office!

Dear AIOS members,

Greetings from President’s office!

I am pleased to invite you for the 78th AIOS Conference to be held in Gurugram, New Delhi, from 13th - 16th February 2020. It is anticipated that the meeting will be attended by over “N” number of delegates from all over the world.

My hearty welcome to the President’s Guests – Dr. Harminder Dua from UK and Dr. Chee Soon Phaik from Singapore for the conference.

I welcome in our midst Dr Santa Tummima Deputy Director, National Eye Institute, NIH & Dr. Gyan John Prakash, Associate Director International Programs, National Eye Institute, NIH along with other International faculties viz; Dr Heather Mack– President, RANZCO society, Dr. Azim Siraj Azimuddin from Brunei, Dr. Bipul Kumar De Sarkar, Dr. Tariq from Bangladesh and many more. Invited Guest Speaker from several ophthalmological societies of the world.

2019 is being celebrated as “200 Glorious years of Modern Ophthalmology in India”, based on 200 years since Regional Institute of Ophthalmology and Government Ophthalmic Hospital (RIO GOH) was started 200 years back in 1819. This Historic hospital is popularly known as Emerge Eye Hospital and formerly known as Madras Eye Infirmary, the 1st Eye Hospital in Asia.

Apart from the scientific sessions, Gurugram that is prospering with rapid urbanization is an icon of modernistic India and offers a lot in terms of culture, entertainment and cuisine. I welcome you all to partake in all that is Gurugram. The Local Organising Committee has made all arrangements for you to have an enjoyable stay.

Global Ophthalmology - Beyond 2020, AIOS 2020 is being held in the Millennium city, a distinctive urban centre located in the National Capital Region (NCR) near the Indian Capital New Delhi in the state of Haryana. As the theme suggests, it is time for us to look beyond 2020 and redefine our goals and objectives of eliminating avoidable blindness.

Noteworthy discussions, flow of creative ideas and many more innovative and knowledgeable conversations will be a part of this conference during various national and international sessions, panel discussions and symposia like Indo-American Collaboration – NEINIH, DBT, DST Govt. Of India Symposium; Technology in Eye Care & Vision Research”; American Society of Retina Specialists, Global Eye Genetic Council and so on.

Beginning from scratch, we have come a long way, building a strong troop of 22,000 members. I look forward to having as many members as possible at AIOS Gurugram.

Apart from the scientific sessions, Gurugram that is prospering with rapid urbanization is an icon of modernistic India and offers a lot in terms of culture, entertainment and cuisine. I welcome you all to partake in all that is Gurugram. The Local Organising Committee has made all arrangements for you to have an enjoyable stay.

Kindly visit the following link - https://youtu.be/crjnur3pZBY

Thank you. Respectfully yours,

Dr. S Natarajan
President
AIOS
Message from

PRESIDENT ELECT AIOS

Dear Friends,

It indeed gives me great pride and joy as I extend a warm invitation to you for the 78th Annual Conference of the All India Ophthalmological Society to be held from 13th to 16th February at A Dot Convention Centre, Gurugram, Haryana.

Gurugram, the host city for this conference, in some ways, exemplifies the ethos and the vision of AIOS. It has a rich heritage, a humble disposition and the zeal to be at the cutting edge of technology and automation. So also, we at AIOS have a rich heritage since the time AIOS came into being on 16 February 1929, having been lovingly nurtured and tended to with their sweat and toil by all our Past Presidents and office bearers, who in turn were empowered by the unflinching and perennial support of the members of AIOS.

Each Annual conference of AIOS has been a step forward in our journey towards Education, Service to society and the Dissemination of the latest in Ophthalmology to specialists practicing in the remotest corner of our country.

The year 2020 has been used as a target year for the culmination of many of the programmes aimed at improving the visual health of the community. Thus, 2020 AIOC is a special milestone in our journey towards eradicating treatable blindness from the face of this earth.

And the Organizing Committee has left no stone unturned in ensuring that the conference rises up to the standards befitting this momentous and historical date.

I am sure, each and every one of you will be overwhelmed by the Academic extravaganza, the warm hospitality and the flawless execution of AIOC-2020. I appreciate the unending, ongoing effort being put in by the National Committee of AIOS and the Local Organizing Committee towards the organization of this event, the result of which I am sure will be there for all of us to see on 13th February.

Looking forward to meeting all of you at Gurugram.

Warm regards and best wishes,

Dr. Mahipal S Sachdev
President Elect
AIOS
Message from HONY. TREASURER AIOS

Dear Friends and Colleagues,

Season’s Greetings!

It is my great pleasure to warmly welcome you to join us for the 78th Annual Conference of All India Ophthalmological Society, AIOC 2020 to be held from 13th – 16th February 2020, at GNH Convention Centre, Gurugram.

The annual AIOS conference is one of the leading scientific events in the field of ophthalmology and we are continuously striving to deliver a better conference experience to delegates each year.

The organizing committee is working tirelessly to offer you a unique blend of socio-cultural events, food delicacies and learning opportunities to make this conference a memorable one and to be cherished for years to come.

A true mix of science and social interaction will make your sojourn an enjoyable one and we truly hope each delegate goes back having significantly contributed and gained.

I very much look forward seeing you this February at Gurugram!

With regards,

Dr. Rajesh Sinha
Hony. Treasurer
AIOS

---

Message from SENIOR ORGANIZING CHAIRMAN AIOC 2020

Dear Friends,

A very warm welcome to each and every one of you to the city known as Gurugram since the times of Guru Dronacharya and also the “Mirror of India’s growth”.

It is a moment of great honour that the 78th All India Ophthalmological Society Annual Conference “AIOC 2020” is being held at the luxurious A DOT Convention Centre, (By GNH) Leela Ambience Island, Gurugram, Haryana, from 13th – 16th February, 2020.

The Organizing Committee is working tirelessly to offer you the well-known hospitality of this region as Haryanvis believe in the spirit of “Atithi Devobhava”

AIOC 2020, the biggest podium for Indian Ophthalmologists will give an opportunity to share our experiences, discuss pitfalls and design the path for the future of Ophthalmology in India. Scientific deliberations, social interactions and gastronomic delights will all be of the highest order.

Once again, I welcome you all to celebrate Ophthalmology at AIOC 2020 with the theme of “Global Ophthalmology Beyond 2020”. Let us make this event a Landmark!!!

Warm Regards

Dr. Ashok Khurana
Sr. Org. Chairman
AIOC 2020
Message from ORGANIZING CHAIRMAN AIOC 2020

Dear Friends,

Greetings from the desk of Organizing Chairman…!!!!

At the outset on behalf of Local Organizing Committee, I wish you all a very happy, healthy and peaceful new year.

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you all to the 77th Annual Conference of All India Ophthalmological Society {AIOS} scheduled from 13th to 16th February 2020 at A Dot Convention Centre, Gurgaon. It gives us immense pleasure and pride to be the host city for Global Ophthalmology Beyond 2020.

Gurugram, the second largest city in the state of Haryana is a reflection of an ideal modern city and futuristic goals. Officially known as Gurugram, this city has grown from a sleepy town to a fast-paced urban centre in a very short span. Witnessing rapid urbanisation, Gurugram has become a leading financial and industrial hub with the third-highest per capita income in India. Gurugram is also famous for its Medical Hub as its giving world class Medical facilities to its Patients.

Friends, looking to the efforts done by the organizing committee members, along with support from AIOS Office Bearers I am confident that this conference is going to be a memorable one in terms of Science, Spirituality, Hospitality, Cuisine, and Entertainment.

Please feel free to contact us for any help or clarification.

With Regards,

Dr. Ajay Sharma
Chairman
AIOC 2020

Message from CHIEF ORGANIZING SECRETARY

Dear All,

Greetings from the desk of Chief Organizing Secretary of AIOC 2020…!!!!

It gives us immense pleasure to welcome you all to 78th AIOC to be held from 13th – 16th February 2019 at A Dot Convention Centre (BY GNH), Leela Ambience Island, Gurugram Haryana.

Gurugram is the Millennium city. Gurugram is the industrial and financial centre of Haryana.

Gurugram is looked at as an education and career hub as the city houses seven universities and several reputed schools and substantial presence of about 500 fortune companies. Gurugon is also hub of world class Hospitals, like Medanta Medicity, Fortis Memorial Research Institute, Max Hospital & Paras Hospital Gurugram is an icon of modernistic India.

Gurugram is also famous for its Malls and roadside Chat Corners, and Ambience Mall Gurgaon is itself there at the venue.

The Kingdom of Dreams is a large complex for theatrical shows. Sheetala Mata Mandir is an ancient orange-and-white-striped Hindu temple. The Vintage Camera Museum showcases cameras and prints spanning a century. In the west of the city, Sultanpur National Park is home to hundreds of bird species.

In the month February it’s fading winter. It will be very pleasant during day time (24°C (75°F)) and light woolens will be needed in night (10°C (50°F)).

Committee is working hard to make 78th Annual Conference of Ophthalmology a memorable one for everyone.

With the help of National Committee, we have planned everything to be world class for all our delegates.

The Scientific Program prepared by the chairman of Scientific Committee AIOS Dr. Lalit Verma in such a manner that everyone can attend all the aspects of Ophthalmology.

Please be a part of this Annual Conference in large numbers to make this conference a benchmark for every upcoming conference.

With Regards,

Dr. Inder Mohan Rustagi
Chief Organizing Secretary
AIOC 2020
Message from ORGANIZING SECRETARY AIOC 2020

Dear Sir/ Madam,

It is my proud privilege to invite you to AIOC 2020 in Haryana - the wonderland of Vibrant Culture, History and Heritage.

Haryana Ophthalmological Society has rapidly grown to a strength of over 900 members from only 280 in just 3 years, with members joining us from all parts of the country. The entire GC of AIOS and most of other office bearers are our members. We have been holding regular Annual Conferences and maintain regular communication with all our members through 9 WhatsApp groups.

Haryana is a North West Indian state carved out of Punjab on 1st Nov, 1966. It was on this soil that saint Ved Vyas wrote Mahabharata and Lord Krishna delivered Gita Updesh. Recent excavations in rakhis garhi in distt Hisar date back to Pre Harrapan era.

An agriculturally prosperous state, Haryana contributes to 7% national agricultural exports, 65% of national Basmati rice export. The state has grown rapidly in all fields like agriculture, tourism, medical tourism, IT sector, Service sector, Education and Health Care. Rich in history, monuments, heritage, flora and faunand human resources. With well developed economy, 4-6 lane national and state highways and, it is bordered by Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Delhi, Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan. River Yamuna flows along its eastern border.

A large area of Haryana is included in the National Capital Region (NCR) for the purposes of planning and development. Faridabad is most populous city of the state and Gurugram is a leading financial hub of NCR with major Fortune 500 companies located in it. Chandigarh in the state capital and Rohtak, Hisar, Panipat, Karnal, Ambala are some of the other major cities.

Population of Haryana is around 2.90 crore with 70% rural population whose core occupation is agriculture & animal breeding. All villages were electrified 45 years ago and have road connections with adjacent villages. Most of the area is plain (220-240M), with a strip of Shivalik Hills in North east and Aravali Hills in south west area. There are many 4-6 lane national highways, with Petrol pumps at every 10 kms and food joints at every 5 kms. Rail connectivity is also very good.

Haryana is also known for its sports persons (Wrestlers: Phogat sisters, Yogeshwar Dutt, Sushil Kumar; Boxer: Vijender and Cricketers: Kapil Dev, Yajuvendra Chahal).

Climate of Haryana is extreme hot in summers and extreme cold in winters. However, in mid Feb it is likely to be pleasant in day time and light woollen clothes will be required in the night. Chances of fog affecting flights are minimal. It is unlikely to rain at nighttime.

Looking forward to meeting you in person during AIOC 2020 in Gurugram

Dr. Narinder Kumar Taneja
Org Secretary
AIOC 2020

Message from CHAIRMAN SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE, AIOS

LAST BUT NOT LESS

Have tried & done my Best for AIOS
( Although "Best" also is a Relative word & there is always Better than the Best & I am 200 % sure Future is Bright for AIOS & its over 24000 members )

Laid lot of thrust on PAN INDIA Presence at AIOC’s
( After all – What is the use of ALL INDIA Conference if members can’t come from ALL INDIA )

Podium Presence has steadily increased since 2015 :

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Podium Presenters</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>987</td>
<td>1116</td>
<td>1592</td>
<td>1872</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every Year more & more AIOS members have participated

With help and cooperation from Scientific Committee Members & Governing Council members Introduced Credit Points system in AIOS
(Details available at : http://www.aios.scientificcommittee.org/aios-cme-credit-points/ )

Made Physical Posters and Videos & also newly launched Poster Podium Presentations more attractive by giving Awards
('Free Registration + Travel Grant of Rs 10,000/-')

AIOS has huge Talent Introduced “AIOS Endowment Lecture Series”

Introduced Beyond Ophthalmology Sessions

AIOS Travel Fellowship ( 20 per year ) are in the pipeline …

Indebted to YOU ALL for the opportunity given to me to serve AIOS.

Can’t Thank enough the Scientific Committee members & Governing Council members for their Guidance.

Nothing would have been possible without help & Cooperation from : Numerotech (Mr Sai Krishnan and his entire team; My personal Staff (Mr Khalik and Mr Bhupinder) & AIOS Staff (Mr O P Gupta, Mr Kirpal, Ms Rakhi, Mr Amit, Mr Madhu, Mr Sajjid, Mr Subhash and Mr Amarjit)

Have tried to make AIOC’s the BEST … Better is yet to come !
Wish all the very Best to Future Scientific Committee, AIOS & its Chairman

Dr. Lalit Verma
Chairman Scientific Committee
AIOS (2015 - 2020)
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

372 Sessions in 3½ Days
• 140 IC’s
• 80 Hyde Parks
• 15 Updates
• 50 Top Videos (Anterior, Posterior & General Segments)
• 17 Master IC’s
• 35 Other Sessions
• 180 Poster Podium Presentations (PPP)
• 343 Free Papers
• 280 Physical Posters
• 917 E Posters
• 35 Other Sessions
• 8 National Symposiums
• 15 Updates
• 16 Current Concepts
• 80 Hyde Parks
• 49 Free Papers
• 50 Top Videos

1951 AIOS Members making Presentation(s) at AIOC-2020

Breakfast Sessions
• Back 2 Basics
• CCC Series (Comprehensive Capsules for Comprehensive Ophthalmologist)
• Session on Goal of Life? Change your Destiny! by Shri. Vrindavan Chandra Das (Revolutionary Guru)

New VT Top 41 presenting Author: 39 (Not there in 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018)

Video Sessions
• FIFA (Film Festival for AIOS)
• The Big Standoff (Video Symposium of Challenges Cases)

Quiz sessions
Ophthalmic Debates
Tips & Tricks
Ophthalmology Thru Entertainment:
• Science and Fun in Ophthalmology (SFO)
• Ophthalmic Premiere League (OPR)
• Court Martial
Video Assisted Skill Transfer (VAST)
Hands on Courses (SSTC, DIOSTC & TSTC)

AIOS - Endowment Lecture Series by Doyens of Ophthalmology (Introducing 1st Time)
National & International Societies:
• EBAI, WOS, YOSI, VISION 2020, ACOIN, ISMISC & IAPB
International Symposiums by:
• AAO, ASRS, SAI, GEGC, APGS, Indo - American Collaboration NEI – NHL, Eye Research with DBT and NEI
Over 100 Foreign Speakers
MOU’s Countries: RANZCO, Russia, Israel, Egypt, Malaysia, Nepal & Indonesia

IMPORTANT CONTACT NUMBERS
Core LOC
Senior Organizing Chairman
Dr. A K Khurana
+91 92555 63523

Organizing Chairman
Dr. Ajay Sharma
+91 98101 15505

Chief Organizing Secretary
Dr. Inder Mohan Rustagi
+91 98100 93792

Organizing Secretary
Dr. Narinder Kumar Taneja
+91 93153 11339

Treasurer
Dr. Dheeraj Gupta
+91 93506 00354

Registration
Mr. Kripal Rana
+91 98113 50896

Scientific Committee
Mr. Bhupender Singh
+91 95601 92467

Spouse Committee
Dr. Rakhi Sharma
+91 95601 92467

Emergency Committee
Mr. Bishwajeet Singh
+91 98100 93792

Travels
Mr. Abhishek
+91 98100 17116

Audio Visual
Mr. Ravi Grover
+91 98100 17114

Venue
Mr. Anjani
+91 96503 94484

Security, Housekeeping
Mr. Varun Sarpal
+91 98795 38330

Venue Electricity
Mr. Sandeep Singh
+91 96503 94480

Catering
Mr. Jitendar Narang
+91 98118 58639

Message from
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From the makers of Trehalube
KINGDOM OF DREAM TOUR
Visit Kingdom of Dreams is India’s first live entertainment, theatre and leisure destination. It is located in Sector 29, Gurgaon in NCR Delhi, near the Leisure Valley Park. It was inaugurated on 29 January 2010 by the Chief Minister of Haryana and opened to public on 18 September 2010 by Union Minister of Tourism, Kumari Selja. The ultimate entertainment and leisure destination, sprawling across acres of land, ideally located at the apex of the golden triangle of Jaipur, Agra and Delhi, is the magnificent Kingdom of Dreams. Here, the carnival that is India is distilled into one iconic destination. This fabulous Kingdom brings to life a blend of India’s art, culture, heritage, craft, cuisine and performing art, all with the technological wizardry of today. Nautanki Mahal: showcasing an extravagant cinematic and theatrical musical. Culture Gully: an elaborate culture, arts, crafts and food boulevard. Showshaa Theatre: a fabulous, colourful drama marquee spotlighting Indian mythology productions, a mock wedding show and arts, crafts and food boulevard. Showshaa Theatre: a fabulous, colourful drama extravaganza. iifa Buzz: a glamorous Bollywood themed café. This marquee spotlighting Indian mythology productions, a mock wedding show and arts, crafts and food boulevard. Culture Gully: an elaborate culture, arts, crafts and food boulevard. Showshaa Theatre: a fabulous, colourful drama extravaganza. Visit Kingdom of Dreams, bringing to life a blend of India’s art, culture, heritage, craft, cuisine and performing art. This is a destination in itself which is capturing the imagination of the world. Get ready for this century’s most novel tourist destination: Kingdom of Dreams.

SULTANPUR NATIONAL PARK & BIRD SANCTUARY TOUR
Visit Sultanpur National Park & Bird Sanctuary is located in Gurgaon district of Haryana, 46 kms. from Delhi and 15 kms. from Gurgaon on the Gurugram-Farukh Nagar Road. The Sultanpur National Park is lush with trees, shrubs and clusters of bougainvillea. A good pair of binoculars is a must to clearly see the wildlife from a safe distance, without disturbing them. To facilitate bird watching, there are four watch towers (machans) located at different points. In addition, there is adequate parking and facilities like toilets and drinking water. The Educational Interpretation Centre has been established here to offer proper guidance to the tourist visiting the place.

DAMDAMA LAKE TOUR
Visit Damdama reservoir in Sohna, district in the Indian state of Haryana. It is one of the biggest lakes in Haryana and with an area of 3,000 acres (12.14 km²). Damdama Lake was formed when a stone and earthen dam constructed by the British was commissioned for rain water harvesting in 1947. The lake, held by an embankment, is fed mainly by monsoon rain pouring into a trough at the base of the Aravalli hills. The lake greets visitors with a water level down to 20 ft (6.1 m). During monsoon the water level reaches up to 50 ft (15 m) - 70 ft (21 m).

PATAUDI PALACE TOUR
Visit Pataudi Palace also known as Ibrahim Kothi built in 1935 by Nawab Ibrahim Ali Khan, father of Mansur Ali Khan was a famous Indian Cricket legend. The Pataudi Palace also known as Ibrahim Kothi was built in 1935 by Nawab Ibrahim Ali Khan, father of Mansur Ali Ali. This was built as the residence of the cricket gem and royal scion. The 8th Nawab of Pataudi, Iftikhar Ali Khan, requested the building to be designed in the style of colonial mansions inspired from imperial Delhi. At present, the palace has been converted into a heritage hotel. It belongs to the Neemrana Group. The luxurious hotel-palace has a stunning white exterior modified with stylish interior decorations, artistically decorated and well-ventilated bedrooms, elegant verandas, guest rooms with old model furniture and modern facilities, and a splendid conference hall. Many Bollywood movies namely Veer Zaara, Raanjhanaa, etc.

SHIV KUND TOUR
Visit Shiv Kund Sohna near Gurugram is one of the most popular places of religious importance among locals and people from nearby states. Here is a Shiva Temple situated at Shiv Kund at Sohna of dist. Gurgaon (Haryana). The Shiv Kund Sohna is famous for natural hot water springs (Sulphur Mixed Hot Water). The water from the hot water spring is very much useful for curing skin diseases. The Place is named Shiv Kund because of Ancient Shiva Temple. The hot water from the earth gets collected in a Kund (tank) around 55 feet deep, and is covered with a tomb. The tomb was built by a banjara family in Vikram Samvat 1566 (Hindu calendar). The Main Tomb and Tank is called Shakhnam Baba. The Shiv Temple is situated near the main tank and was built by the Maharanji of Gwalior, during the same period.

VINTAGE CAMERA MUSEUM
Also known as Museo Camera, this place is famous for its splendid collection of cameras from over a period of a century, accumulated from the personal stock to visual historian and renowned photographer, Aditya Arya. Located in India’s Photo Archive’s headquarters in Gurgaon, it houses over 1000 cameras, dating back to origin from the 1880s to the 1990s and comprising specimens from all over the world. Expand your knowledge on photography with a visit to this extraordinary museum and take pleasure in its exquisite display of bulky and attractive cameras. The best part is Arya himself interacts with the visitors sharing his own experiences in the field of photography and recounting the actual history behind the usage of cameras. However, it is suggested that you take a prior appointment with him in case you wish to engage in a prolonged discussion. Get an insight about this hobby and capture your memorable moments in a better way from now onwards.
MARK YOUR CALENDAR

**AIOS - CIPLA PG Teaching Program: Eyeshala 2020 (Specially for Post Graduates)**
12th Feb 2020 | 09:00 - 19:30 Hrs
Hall : B & C (FF / Level II / UGF)

**AIOS ARC - ICO Teachers in Ophthalmology 1 & 2**
12th Feb 2020 | 10:00 - 17:00 Hrs
Hall : H & I (GF / Level I / Lower Ground Floor)

**Think Under the Apple Tree (The Prelims)**
12th Feb 2020 | 10:00 - 15:00 Hrs
Hall : J (GF / Level I / Lower Ground Floor)

**AIOS ARC Open House Leadership Development Program**
12th Feb 2020 | 10:00 - 16:00 Hrs
Hall : K (GF / Level I / Lower Ground Floor)

**Inauguration**
13th Feb 2020 | 18:00 Hrs
Hall : A (FF / Level II / UGF)

**Inaugural Dinner**
13th Feb 2020 | 19:30 Hrs

(Cultural Program)
(The Nikunj, 22nd Milestone, NH - 8)
14th Feb 2020

**Banquet Dinner**
(The Nikunj, 22nd Milestone, NH - 8)
14th Feb 2020 | 19:30 Hrs

**AIOS Election (EVM)**
14th Feb 2020 | 09:00 - 15:00 Hrs
(Registration Area)

**General Body Meeting (GBM)**
15th Feb 2020 | 16:00 Hrs
Hall : A (FF / Level II / UGF)

**Valedictory Function**
16th Feb 2020 | 15:30 Hrs
Hall : B (FF / Level II / UGF)

---

**MARK YOUR CALENDAR**

**AIOS GURUGRAM CONFERENCE INFORMATION**

**Weather Information**
The climate in Gurgoan during February can be summarized as mild and dry, maximum 24 Degrees to minimum 10 Degrees at night is normal.

**Registration**
* A Dot Convention Center
* Counters will be separate for AIOS Office Bearers, Past Presidents, Senior Citizens
* Registered Delegates should have come along with their Registration number.
* For accompanying person, registration as spouse/accompanying person mandatory. Children above 8 years will have to register as accompanying person.

**Cloak Room**
It will be available at the registration area. Cloak room is provided with a view to provide a space for Luggage & Bags for Delegates. A responsible person will be there to tag their belongings and will look after them as well.

**Inauguration**
13th February, 2020 in Hall…. at A Dot Convention Centre. Inauguration program will be followed by Musical Night and Cocktails.

**Lunch from 13-16th February**
Lunch will be served on all the 4 days of the conference. Lunch timing will be 12:00 03:00 PM. Entry will be by bar coded ID card only.

**Parking**
Ample parking space for approximately 2500+ cars.

**Preview Rooms**
Upper Ground Floor

---
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**Shuttle Plan**

Regular free shuttle service will be available on all the four days to pick and drop delegates from their respective hotels as per route chart. Buses will be available from the Hotels to Venue and back. In addition, taxis also will be stationed outside the venue entrance which could be utilized by the delegates for transportation in and around the city on payment.

For All Routes: Buses will run every hour from 7:00AM onwards to A Dot Convention Centre & will be back from A Dot Convention Centre 4:00PM onwards towards the respective hotels.

Inauguration and Musical Night, drop from Venue towards hotel from 10:30 PM onwards to the respective hotels.

Banquet & Gala Dinner night, (venue Leela Ambience Hotel) drop from Venue to Leela Hotel from - 6:00PM onwards.

From Leela Hotel to respective hotels from 10:30PM onwards.

For Transport / Shuttle service help:

**FOR YOUR SAFETY**

Registration

All delegates are requested to have their personalized bar-coded delegate badges displayed at all the times at the venue. Upon registration, all registered delegates are requested to collect their personalized pouches and delegate bags which would be available separately on scanning of the bar-coded card.

Venue Entry

At all entry points, the baggage may be inspected /screened before or after the entry through the metal detectors. If any person is found without a valid delegate’s badge, he/she will not be allowed entry into the trade area and scientific halls. Registered accompanying persons, kids, trade personnel would not be permitted in the academic activities area.

Entry at banquet would be strictly by the bar-coded delegate badges. Kindly display it prominently at entry point.
FOOD MENU

Day 01
12th February, Wednesday

Breakfast - 08.00-10.00 a.m.
Beverages
Coffee Station  Tea Station (Option of Masala/Green tea/ Lemon Tea Bags)
Rajasthani Pushkar Chai  Mineral Water 200ml

Assorted Cookies (Salted / Sweet)
Matthi  Namakpare

9-10 am
Pyaz ki kachori  Khandvi  Veg. Sandwich

Lunch: 12.00-3.00 P.M.
Refreshing Beverages
Pineapple Bonanza  Spring Garden Flood  200ml Mineral Water

Soup Station
Vegetarian: Cream of Tomato  Non- Vegetarian: Chicken Hot n Sour

Salad Station
Garden Fresh Green Salad  Russian Salad  Aloo Anardana Salad
Lachha Onion  Chicken Salad  Whole Fruit
Mango Pickle  Papad  South

Main Course
Vegetarian
Indian  Daal Makhani  Pindi Chhole
Awadh Paneer  Malai Katta  Khatte Metha Karele
Oriental
Chilli Chicken Gravy  Cottage Cheese in Black Bean Sauce  Three Chili Fried Rice

Non-Vegetarian
Kadhai Chicken  Fish Curry
Tandoori Roti  Lachha Parantha  Butter Nan

Dessert
Moong Dal Halwa  Chena Pie  Mal Pua
Stick Malai Rabri Kulf

Day 02
13th February, Thursday

BREAKFAST - 8:00-10:00 A.M.
Beverages
Coffee Station  Tea Station: (Option of Masala/Green tea/ Lemon Tea Bags)  Rajasthani Pushkar Chai
Kashmiri Kahwa  Mineral Water 200ml

Assorted Cookies (Salted / Sweet)
Matthi  Namakpare  Veg. Coleslaw Sandwich
Small Aloo Samosa  Small Rewari Burfi

9-10 am
Palak Chole Chawal  Sweet Lassi  Coffee/ Tea/ 200ml Mineral Water Bottle throughout the Seminar

Lunch: 12.00-3.00 P.M.
Refreshing Beverages
Kiwi Cooler  Apple Lady  200ml Mineral Water

Soup Station
Vegetarian: Dhaniya Tamatar Shorba  Non Vegetarian: Chicken Manchow Soup

Salad Station
Garden Fresh Green Salad  Whole Fruit  Dahi Pakodi / South
Lachha Onion  Chicken Salad  Whole Fruit
Mango Pickle  Pudina Chatni  Sonth

Main Course
Vegetarian
Indian  Awadhi Daal- Yellow (Jain)  Paneer Makhani
Nargisi Kofta  Subz Awadh Handi  Peas Pulao
Oriental
Veg Manchurian  Veg Hakka Noodles

Non-Vegetarian
Murgh Awadh Handi  Bengali Fish Curry  Chicken Biryani
Kachumber Salad  Mango Pickle  Pudina Chatni  Cold Chicken Salad  Papad

South Indian
Idli  Vada  Sambhar  Coconut Chatni  Tamatar Chatni

Assorted Breads
Tandoori Roti  Lachha Parantha  Butter Nan  Tawa Fulka

Dessert
Moong Dal Halwa  Mal Pua  Keasri Kheer  Ice Cream – Pineapple

Hi Tea 3:30-4:00 PM
Coffee Station  Tea Station: (Option of Masala/Green tea/ Lemon Tea Bags)  Cookies
Day 03  
14th February, Friday

Breakfast – 8.00-10.00 A.M.
Coffee Station  Tea Station (Option of Masala/ Green tea/ Lemon Tea Bags)  Rajasthani Pushkar Chai
Kashmiri Kahwa  Mineral Water 200ml
Assorted Cookies (Salted/ Sweet)
Mathi  Namakpare  Veg. Coleslaw Sandwich  Assorted Pakoda
Mawa Ki Burfi  Rasgulla
9.00-10.00 A.M.
Namkeen Rabri  Kadi Kachori  Aam Panna  Gohana Jalebi
Coffee/ Tea  200ml Mineral Water Bottle throughout the Seminar
Lunch: 12.00-3.00 P.M.
Assorted Beverages
Pink Lady  Mint Martini  200ml Mineral Water
Soup Station
Vegetarian: Vegetable Hot & Sour  Non Vegetarian: Chicken Lemon Coriander
Salad Station
Whole Fruit  Garden Fresh Green Salad  Sev Puri Chaat Salad  Mixed Sprouts Salad
Chicken Coleslaw Salad  Mango Pickle  Pudina Chatni
Papad  Cucumber Mint Raita
Bhel Puri Station
Salad Station
Vegetarian: Vegetable Hot & Sour  Non Vegetarian: Chicken Lemon Coriander
Salad Station
Mixed Sprouts Salad  South
Main Course
Vegetarian  Desi Rasoi Dal Tadka  Gajar Matar  Palak Paneer
Oriental
Chinese Vegetables in Black Beans Sauce  Singapuri Noodles
Non-Vegetarian
Butter Chicken  Andhra Fish Curry  Kashmiri Mutton Roganjosh
Bihari Bhoj
Litti Chokha  Ghee Bhura Chawal
Paratha Station
Assorted Breads
Assorted Pakoda  Butter Nan  Tawa Fulkka with White Butter
Dessert
Pineapple Halwa  Gulab Jamun  Ice Cream – Butter Scotch and Chocolate
Ghewar  Trifle Pudding  Sitalal Rabri  Daalda
Dinner in Bar – 7.00-10.00 P.M.
Assorted Beverages
Pink Lady  Mint Martini  200ml Mineral Water
Soup Station
Vegetarian: Vegetable Hot & Sour  Non Vegetarian: Chicken Lemon Coriander
Salad Station
Mixed Sprouts Salad  South
Main Course
Vegetarian  Desi Rasoi Dal Tadka  Gajar Matar  Palak Paneer
Oriental
Chinese Vegetables in Black Beans Sauce  Singapuri Noodles
Non-Vegetarian
Butter Chicken  Andhra Fish Curry  Kashmiri Mutton Roganjosh
Bihari Bhoj
Litti Chokha  Ghee Bhura Chawal
Paratha Station
Assorted Breads
Assorted Pakoda  Butter Nan  Tawa Fulkka with White Butter
Dessert
Pineapple Halwa  Gulab Jamun  Ice Cream – Butter Scotch and Chocolate
Ghewar  Trifle Pudding  Sitalal Rabri  Daalda
Dinner in Bar – 7.00-10.00 P.M.
**Day 05**  
16th February, Sunday

**Morning - 8.00-10.00 A.M.**

**Beverages**
- Coffee Station
- Tea Station (Optional of Masala/Green tea/ Lemon Tea Bags)
- Rajasthani Pushkar Chai
- Kashmiri Kahwa
- Mineral Water 200ml (Bisleri)

**Asserted Cookies (Salted/ Sweet)**
- Mathi
- Namakpare
- Beddi Puri
- Alloo Subzi

**9.00-10 am**
- Bread Pakora
- Veg. Roll
- Kani Paliari
- Basori Burfi
- Coffee/ Tea/ 200ml Mineral Water Bottle throughout the Seminar

**Lunch: 12.00/3.00 P.M.**

**Refreshing Beverages**
- Pineapple Bonanza
- Spring Garden Flood
- 200ml Mineral Water

**Soup Station**
- Vegetarian: Daal Shorba
- Non-Vegetarian: Chicken Thukpa

**Salad Station**
- Whole Fruit
- Lachha Onion
- South
- Garden Fresh Green Salad
- Chicken Salad
- Papad
- Russian Salad
- Mango Pickle
- Dahi Bhalla
- Aloo Anardana Salad
- Pudina Chatni

**Main Course**

**Vegetarian**
- Indian
  - Daal Panchratan
  - Amchoor Aloo
- Oriental
  - Chili Chicken Gravy
- Non-Vegetarian
  - Kadhai Chicken

**South Indian**
- Tamarind Rice
- Tamatar Chatni

**Assorted Breads**
- Tandoori Roti
- Lachha Parantha
- Butter Nan
- Tawa Fulka

**Dessert**
- Gulab Jamun
- Ice Cream – Strawberry
- Rasmalai
- Bread Butter Pudding
- Assorted Pastries
- Hot Rose Kheer
- Stick Kulfi